ö2n+i to Z»2n+i, and from a,(2w + l) to 6¿(2w + l), ¿=1, 2, • • • , ^n+i. (d) for w^l and i«l, 2, • • • , ¡" Si{n) is slit along the real axis between a¿(«) and bi(n). (e) 5" and Sn+i are joined along the slits between an and è" to form first order branch points at the end points, (f) S»(ra) is joined to Sn along the slits between a,-(w) and bi(n) to form first order branch points at the end points.
A special case of this class was considered in [2] . However, only the type of a surface was established.
The uniformizing function. F is simply connected, and by the Fundamental
Mapping Theorem there exists a unique function g which maps F in a one-to-one way onto \z\ <R¿, », and where for /(z)=g-1(z), /(0)=0eSi and /'(0) = 1. By slitting each sheet of F uniformizing function of one of these surfaces in the upper half plane shows that/(z) is real for z real. Furthermore, the image of F in the z-plane satisfies the following properties.
The image of Sn or 5¿(«) is a region symmetric about the real axis. Si and 5,(1), i= 1, 2, • • • , qi, are mapped onto a domain containing z = 0 and bounded by a simple closed curve G which intersects the real axis at ai and -ßi-For n> 1, Sn and Si{n), i= 1, 2, • • • , qn, are mapped onto an annular region about z = 0 bounded by two simple closed curves G-i and C" which intersect the real axis at -ßn-i and a"_i, and -ßn and an, respectively.
Each 5¿(w) is mapped onto a domain bounded by a simple closed curve C,-(») which intersects the real axis at ( -l)"+1/3,(w) and ( -l)n+1aj(ra). If ( -l)nyn and ( -l)B+17,-(«) denote the image in the z-plane of w= » for 5"and S;(w), while ( -1)"5" and (-l)n+1Si(w) denote the image of to = 0 for S" and S»(ra), respectively, then the following inequalities are satisfied : for n even, n^2, 0 < a"_i < 5n < 7" < an < an+1; for n odd, w^3, 
Proof.
Because F is parabolic and thus (A"} converges in the sense of Carathéodory to its kernel |f| <°°, it follows that
uniformly on any compact subset of |f|<».
Then jö"} converges to |z|<«> and thus Rn(z)^>f(z) uniformly on any compact subsets of \z\ < oo. The a, ß, y, and 5 are ordered as indicated at the beginning of the paper. It should be noted that the factors in the infinite products in Lemmas 5 and 7 are quotients.
Hence the representations in this theorem are products of quotients, not quotients of products.
